1999 Winter Computer Show and Sale
December 11, 1999, 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

http://www.wap.org

One Dollar Off

washington pple pi

Do Not Fend, Mold, Bindle or Sputilate. Not for use in hot tubs. This product is meant for educational purposes only as students are
trapped in classes and can't escape. Any resemblance to real, artificial or simulated persons, living or dead, will be news to us. No living
animals were harmed in the filming of this book. May arrive in pieces, some assembly required. Dead batteries included. Use only as
directed, and we direct you not to use it. No warranty expressed or even gently squeezed. Do not use while operating a motor vehicle or
heavy equipment, which suggests a poor future for laptop-based digital maps. Postage will be paid by addressee, and will he ever be
surprised. This is not an offer to sell securities, but we certainly hope that won't stop you. Apply only to affected area, but if that looks
strange to you, you can apply it to the effected area, too. May be too intense for some viewers, not intense enough for others. Do not
stamp, but if you must, stamp gently in your bare feet. Beware of low flying aircraft, even if we can't think of any practical thing to do if you
happen to see some. Print or type, or have your mother fill it in. For recreational use only as we don't want you to think we're serious. Do
not disturb us any further or they will let us out. All models swear they are over 18 years of age. If condition persists, consult your
physician, he needs the work. No user serviceable parts inside; we throw it away and start over. Freshest if eaten before date on carton,
which doubles as an appetizer. Subject to change without official notice, or even unofficial notice; we're winging it. Times approximate
after 23:59, Dec. 31, 1999. Simulated picture; your new TV should look almost as good. No postage necessary if hand delivered. Please
remain seated until the captain replaces the light in the overhead sign. Breaking seal constitutes acceptance of agreement; we'll send a
collection agent over immediately. For off-road use only; they'd be nuts to let these loose on the streets. As seen on TV, to the left of the
cable box. One size fits all, poorly. Many suitcases look alike, though some look that way uniquely. 100% virgin plastic, and stop
snickering. Contents may run if washed in hot water, may crawl if washed in cold water. We have sent the forms which your ex-spouse
recommended. Slippery when wet, abrasive when dry. For office use only (we write the football pool numbers in that space). Drop in any
mailbox and you'll find it cramped. Edited for television by inserting commercials every 10 minutes and chopping off the sides. Keep cool
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Be sure each item is properly endorsed by a major political party. Your signature is not an admission of guilt, though we'll try and
convince the jury otherwise. Slightly higher west of the Mississippi, much higher west of Texas, practically below sea level in Florida.
Show & 9 a.m.-2 p.m., December 11, 1999
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PostScript type. Look for the union label; it shows the best workmanship. Your contribution may be tax
deductible if they don't audit. Some equipment shown is optional, some hasn't even been manufactured, many pieces are plastic
simulations. Price does not include tax, title, shipping or content. No Canadian coins except those nifty gold dollars. Not recommended
for children of taste. Prerecorded for this time zone by beings from the future. Reproduction strictly prohibited, yet it hasn't prevented
population growth. No alcohol, dogs, children or loud shirts. No anchovies that you'll ever be able to detect. Specially packaged for this
restaurant by someone with a bottling plant. Absolutely no one will be admitted after start of show if all the seats are filled. Call this toll

